Summary
conservation of this grassland (Hoekstra et al. 2005 ) and widespread manipulation of fire in 76 grasslands (Mohler & Goodin 2012 , Twidwell et al. 2013b ). We review the mechanistic and 77 experimental evidence for whether fire frequency creates tipping points that separate grasslands, 78 shrublands and woodlands as alternative attractors. We build on >30 years of extensive research 79 manipulating fire frequency and grazing in a North American tallgrass prairie at the Konza
80
Prairie Biological Station (KPBS), as well as data from other tallgrass prairie sites in the region. 
Conceptual Framework

83
Woody encroachment of grasslands has been described using many different conceptual features (e.g., outcrops, seeps, etc.) (Weaver 1954 , Wells 1970 , Axelrod 1985 , Abrams 1985 .
139
The dominant grasses of this region are well-adapted to fire and drought, but poorly adapted to 140 light limitation (Knapp 1993 
172
The effects of resource competition and availability also change as shrubs reach larger suggests that this transition may be non-linear and capable of hysteresis (Walker & Salt 2006) .
192
A synthesis of fire frequency studies (Fig 4-5) shows that fire return intervals ≤ 2 years prevent (Fig 2A-C) .
215
For grasslands and shrublands to be alternative attractors they must also show hysteresis 216 with respect to fire frequency and grass dominance (Fig 1C) . The clonal shrub Rhus glabra has (Fig. 2, 3) 
299
While we lack the data to identify "abrupt shifts" during woodland transitions we can 
313
A process-based approach suggests that woodland transitions may be possible at lower 314 fire frequencies than the 20-year fire experiment presented here (Fig 4) . To resist typical Similarly, a fire following 15 years of fire suppression at KPBS killed ~3/4 of Juniper trees, but 325 Grassland-woodland transitions Special Feature did not stop the transition to woodland when it was followed by further fire suppression (Fig   326   2C ). This indicates that transitions to Juniper woodland are possible at 15 year fire return 327 intervals. However, the rate of transition will be significantly suppressed with more frequent 328 fires (Fig 2C) . 2000). It also may be possible to achieve faster reversals to grasslands using novel burning 345 techniques that stimulate high-intensity (Twidwell et al. 2013a 
Synthesis and Opportunities
364
Based on the data presented here and our synthesis of results from other fire frequency studies 365 (Fig 4) , we propose a conceptual framework of tri-stability for the CGP that treats grasslands, (Fig 4) and state and transition models that illustrate 369 the positions of critical thresholds and the system's capacity for hysteresis (Fig. 5) . In areas with 370 lower water holding capacity or thin soils that restrict access to deep soil moisture, shrubs cannot shrublands, and fire frequencies of 8-10 years lead to transitions to woodlands (Fig 5) . Once a 374 shrubland or woodland state is established, self-reinforcing feedback mechanisms and altered 375 demographic sensitivity to fire result in hysteresis, such that decreasing the fire return interval to 376 pre-transition levels does not readily return the ecosystem to a grassland state.
377
The tri-stability framework presented here is novel on two fronts. First, evidence for 
397
In the CGP and similar systems the tri-stability framework may serve as a valuable 398 management tool, allowing landowners to employ fire frequency to avoid unwanted state 399 changes. Given the economic and conservation priorities in the CGP (Hoekstra et al. 2005) , the 400 tri-stability framework suggests that preventing transitions to shrublands and woodlands is more frequencies are often insufficient to prevent the transition to shrublands (Fig 2) . These 
